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Chongqing 
China 



ChongQing: River-city gate c.1910 and JieFangBei (central area) 2018



“The opaque and the transparent, the solid and the dispersive, and the stable and fluid blend together and heighten each other.”  
“Chinese lays out a chain not of (purely visual) aspects but of allures and potentialities.”  

from Jullien, Francois., Living off Landscape or, the Un-thought of in Reason (t.2018) 

Image: A Thousand Li of Rivers and Mountains ( ) Wang Ximeng, 1113 

Am I in Nature or is Nature in me?



in nature
paths

pavilion 



at the fringe of a city, engaged with a natural context 





The classical Chinese garden
Condensed ‘nature’, pavilions, paths and walls



Street, shops, gates, courtyards



busy streets



shared spaces 

‘democratic’ dining table 
courtyard complex 

tea house 
pocket squares 

urban parks 



Chinese Landscape - dystopia  
Moonlight Sleepless Wonderland, Yang Yongliang,1997 



Chinese landscape -  a tragic depiction  
Yang Yongliang 



ongoing landscape depiction  - through ink and performance   
BingYi Huang 



BingYi Huang 



BingYi Huang 



large scale ink painting   
Zheng ChongBin 



Zheng ChongBin 



miniature mountain sculpture 
Zheng ChongBin 



porcelain sculpture  
with classical landscape  



Western + Eastern  
ideas of medicine  



Caspar David Friedrich 
The Wanderer Above The Sea Of Fog (1818) 

The tragic / romantic idea of sublime nature 
and our separation from it 



The first photographs of Earth 
from space portray the ‘blue 

planet’ and underpin  perceptions 
of fragile, finite  isolation



Hiroshi Sugimoto (1989) 



Hiroshi Sugimoto (1989) 



Toshio Shibata 



Toshio Shibata 



Nadav Kander, The Long River, Yangtse (2010) 



Nadav Kander, The Long River, Chongqing (2010) 



James Turrell, Roden Crater  - interventions where we engage with the expanses of geography and astronomy  



Richard Long, environmental and land artist - extending the gallery into nature and reinterpreting nature within  



Richard Long, Waterfall Line, 2000  



Fay Godwin 
Markerstone, Old Harlech 

To London Road, Wales 
1976 

Topography presented as 
resonant cultural 

landscape, memory    



Wim  Wenders, Ayres Rock,1988 
Inhabiting notorious space    



Wim  Wenders, The Square, 1992 
   



Sandro Botticelli 
Cestello Annunciation 

(1489-90)   

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cestello_Annunciation


Sandro Botticelli, Primavera (c. 1482) 
   



Nicolas Poussin, Ordination, The Seven Sacraments, series I, (early 1630’s) 
  



Nicolas Poussin, Penance, The Seven Sacraments series II, (1644 to 1648) 
The painter balances diverse attitude, form and colour in an internal landscape composition.   



Thomas Struth, from the series Museum (1989) 



Thomas Struth, Pantheon (1990) 



Sol LeWitt
All Ifs Ands or Buts Connected by Green Lines

The artist uses a page from a published article  
on his own work and interconnects the 

conditional words (and idioms) - if, and, or, but -  
with a network of green lines into a visually 

emphasised structure.

The work suggests the interplay between the 
specifics of building form (which, like the 

statements of an artist, are themselves open to 
different interpretation) and the interstitial, 

conditional human activities there.  



Andreas Gursky 
Abu Dhabi Airport 

Modern phenomena depicted as a panorama of 
mechanical pattern and behavioural anomaly      



Andreas Gursky 
Abu Dhabi Airport 

Modern phenomena depicted as a panorama of 
mechanical pattern and behavioural anomaly      



Andreas Gursky 
Monte Carlo  

Modern phenomena depicted as a panorama of 
mechanical pattern and behavioural anomaly      



Dan Holdsworth, Jura, No. 10-11,  Continuous Topography series, (2016) 



Dan Holdsworth, Continuous Topography series, (2016) 



Josef Albers 
a cornerstone of the bauhaus, remorseless 

formal investigation in colour and composition 
   



NanShan MingSu, ChongQing: Priestman Architects 2018 
small hotel project in wooded hills  

beside the window 
where interior space expands  
where the natural and shared space flows in 



Donald Judd 
centrifugal, inward schemas, interior resonance. 

one of the roots of minimalism    

    



Donald Judd, Stacks 

    



Walls, windows, doors: The Humble Administrators Garden, Suzhou 



the Chinese courtyard complex 
enduring typology with complex gradations of interior and exterior, shared and private space 



Wuyu Hotel: Priestman Architects, 2018 

indoor and outdoor shared space  
sequences, transition, overlap, juxtaposition  
spatial journey  



236

253

DeXing Hospital: Priestman Architects, 2018 
a landscape of natural contexts, gardens, courtyard, public internal spaces  



Yele Arts Centre, Sichuan: Priestman Architects , 2018 



Yele Arts Centre 



Yele Gate: Visitor Centre + park administration: Priestman Architects 2018  
The public entrance to a mountain + forest landscape    



JiuJie street regeneration, Chongqing: Priestman Architects 2017



JiuJie



building/landscape interaction 



Uppsala Concert Square



mad.lab1 multidisciplinary student program brief 
a matrix of potentials at bar, facade and urban scales 

urban facilitator 

connecting  
bridging 
embedding 
opening 
empowering  
beam-me-up ktv 
interacting  
changing 
farming growing watering 
fostering (children) 
educating 
entertaining  
resting 

 

talking facade 

liminal 
interstice 
border 
threshold 
expressing  
interactive  
reactive  
informing 
kinetic  

longbar bar 

entwining 
linking 
identifying (the area) 
pop-up tenures: 
use by the metre / hour 
sounds 
light 
art show 
cat walking  
cooking 
drinking 
casual work 
hub, incubator 
start-up 
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extending the plural and connected street  
with new functions 



ShuangFeng Park ShuangFeng Park 
3-D public park using recycled rubble from demolished buildings, Chengdu. Priestman Architects, 2018



London 
night time image 

presents the city as an 
organism with centre, 

satellite clusters, 
arterial and orbital road 

networks 




